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ABSTRACT 

The government of the Philippines haS long implemented 

policies to reduce the urban biaS of the financial system and 

expand financial Serviced into rural areas Much of the effort 

during the paSt couple of decadeS was focuSSed on expanding 

agricultural lending The performance of the banking SyStem in 

mobilizing rural deposit's, however, lfc a better indication of the 

extent to which viable banking Services have penetrated rural 

areaS This paper review's trends in rural banking during the 

pa^t ten yearS with an emphasis on deposit mobilization Data on 

rural income, expansion of the rural banking network and costs 

of alternative funds are presented aS key determinant's of rural 

deposit's The results Show a Steady increase in rural deposits 

throughout the period, but the proportion of total rural to urban 

deposit's reveal's only a Small increase Rural loan's exceeded 

rural deposit^ through 1983 but, due to a decline in rural 

lending, beginning in 1984 deposits exceeded loans indicating 

that the urban to rural flow of fundls had been reversed The 

urban depobit to GDP ratio haS been roughly ten time's larger than 

the rural ratio (0 8 compared to 0 08) Suggesting a Substantial 

scope for rural deposit mobilization Surprisingly during the 

poSt 1981 decline in GDP per capita, the urban deposit to GDP 

ratio fell while the rural ratio remained constant and even roSe 

m 1986 ThiS suggests that rural depositors held a larger Share 

of assets in a financial form during the recessionary period of 

the 1980s than during the growth period of the 1970S 
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tfJRAL DEPOSIT MOBILIZATION IN THE PHILIPPINES, 
1977 - 1986* 

by 
Rhenee Blanco and Richard L Meyer** 

INTRODUCTION 

Government attempt's to develop rural financial markets 

(RFMS) in the Philippines began in the early 1901?S, apparently aS 

a corrective reSponSe to the urban orientation of the colonial 

private banking SyStem (Lamberte and Lim, 1987) The long 

history of RFM development included a "enes of government-

initiated financial institutions, some of which exist today, 

while others have been dissolved and their functions absorbed by 

other, newly created, inS ti tutions A'=> in many low income 

countries, Several government financial institutions underwent 

*Paper presented during the ACPC-PIDS-OSU Sponsored Semmar-
workshop on ''Financial Intermediation in the Rural Sector 
Research ReSults and Policy ISSues" held on 26-27 September 1988 
at the Cuaderno Hall, Central Bank of the Philippines The 
project was coordinated by Dr Mario B Lamberte (PIDS) and Dr 
V Bruce J Tolentmo (ACPC) 

**ReSpectively, Ph D (Candidate) and ProfeSSor, Ohio State 
University (OSU) 

The viewS in tljiS Study are thoSe of the authors and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Institute 
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"institutional recycling", the process of capitalizing highly 

subsidized agricultural lending institutions which eventually go 

bankrupt, renaming them and/or merging them with another institu-

tion provided with freSh capital for the resumption of operations 

(Meyer, 1985). 

A major turning point in the approach to RFM development in 

the Philippines occurred in the 1950S when rural private 

entrepreneurs were encouraged to enter banking through government 

incentives provided for the creation of Rural Banks and private 

development banks. Through the 60S and 70S, a target waS pursued 

of one rural bank for each municipality. AS part of government 

efforts to increase food production in the early 70S, this 

network waS utilized in the expansion of rural lending uSing 

government and external funds. 

Ultimately, however, the establishment of banking institu-
tions in rural areaS and their uSe aS channels for government and 
donor funds does not neceSSarily indicate progress in the 
reduction of the urban bias of financial development. AS the 
phenomenon of institutional recycling indicates, certain short-
comings in this approach to RFM development frustrated the 
efforts to increase the access of the rural population to a 
sustained, dependable flow of financial services. 

The urban biaS of financial development, i.e., the con-

centration of banking offices and financial services in urban 

areaS that occurs in many low income countries, muSt be viewed in 
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conjunction, with the overall urban bias of economic development 

(Gonzalez-Vega and Camacho, 1988) Governmental teub&idization of 

the coSt of building up the rural bahking network may hardly 

compensate for the Small Share the rural Sector receives of other 

public investments Because of the absence of rural 

infrastructure and the wide geographical difeperSion of> economic 

units, transaction cost\> tend to be high in rural areafe for bath 

banks and their clientele So the development of the financial 

SyStem iS constrained 

ThuS, transaction coSt-reducing innovations, including the 

realization of Scope economies by financial institutions is 

crucial to the process of generating the expected payoffs from 

governmental subsidies Unfortunately, the SchemeS adopted 

during the firSt half of the 19703 emphasized the role of the 

rural financial institutions aS conduits of Subsidized funds to 

agriculture AS government targeted loans grew in importance in 

the portfolios of these institutions, intermediated funds in the 

liability Side of their balance sheets declined correspondingly* 

Rather than develop true financial intermediaries that 

realize scope economies by offering an increasing range of 

financial services, a dualiStic structure of rural-baSed banking 

institutions emerged under the regime of subsidized credit On 

one hand, government and quaki-government banks and subsidized 

Rural Banks emerged primarily as lenders in rural areaS on the 

other hand, private commercial and SavingS bank branches emerged 

aS net borrowers, i e , they generated more deposits than they 
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lent to/ the community (TBAC-UPBRF, 1981). When the presence of 

more profitable lending opportunities in urban areate caufe©& the 

rural to urban flow of fUndS, then the urban biaS of overall 

economic development accentuated the biate of financial develop-

ment (aS diScuSSed by Gonzalez-Vega and Camacho). Furthermore, 

the criticisms frequently made about Specialized agricultural 

lenders, especially government-owned institutions, alSo applies. 

Not only do theSe institutions fail to realize cost reductions 

through the simultaneous provision of lending and deposit 

services, but they alSo forego opportunities to develop the 

SkillS of bank management in matching and Synchronizing resource 

inflows with credit transactions and to involve the depositing 

community aS an additional Source of pressure for bank accoun-

tability (Bourne and Graham, 1984). 

To obtain a better perspective of the impact of government 
intervention to reduce the urban bias of financial development in 
the Philippines, therefore, it iS important to examine deposit 
mobilization performance. The progress made in rural deposit 
mobilization iS a key indicator of the extent to which financial 
ServiceS have effectively penetrated rural areaS. It alSo 
indicates the progress made in the development of genuine 
financial intermediaries, including the SucceSS of formal 
financial institutions in gaining the confidence of rural 
dwellers, .reducing the coStS of financial ServiceS, and providing 
more desirable alternatives to traditional financial arrangements 
Such aS direct finance (aS exemplified by informal moneylending) 
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and Self-finance Furthermore, the number of clients Served by 
deposit facilities in a bank iS usually Several timeS the number 
that get loanS 

The objective of this paper, then, iS to document and 
describe fural deposit mobilizajtion in the Philippines in light 
of recent government attempts to reduce the urban biaS of 
financial development The period covered m this analySiS is 
1977-1986, a particularly interesting period to Study rural 
financial developments The mid 19703 represented the high point 
of governmental concern for rural finance, especially for farm 
loan'" typified by faSagana 99 and other Special loan programs 
Thih period alSo includes the downturn of the economy in the 
1980-3 and the related contraction of financial ServiceS, the 
extreme financial Stre'^ experienced by many financial institu-
tions, and the political turmoil and eventual change in govern-
ment These developments provoked uncertainty about finance in 
general and could be expected to have a negative impact on rural 
finance aS well 

The 1977-1986 periuu aj.ao one in wnicn published data can 

be uSed to try to distinguish rural from urban banking opera-

tions, but important limitations muSt *>e kept in mind The 
•i 

National Capital Region (NCR) lS defined here aS the "urban" 

area, while the rest of the country is considered "rural" The 

official Philippine definition of "urban" includes regional 

centers, chartered cities and other municipalities outside of the 

NCR, but the available financial data cannot be disaggregated to 
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this level ThiS implies, therefore, an upward biaS in some 

measures attributed to rural areaS Such aS deposits and -number of 

banking offices 

Another problem iS that the published data apparently 

include, but do not diL.tinguiSJi, mter-bank/inter-trranch/head 
1/ 

office-to-branch tran-actioni, Ideally, the^e transactions 

Should be analyzed Separately because, during periods of Substan-

tial yield differentials between deposit instruments of varyina 

denomination^, Small retail deposit institutions in rural areas 

may take advantage of arbitrage opportunities by making deposit 

placements with larger banks A placement by a rural banking 

office with, Say, a commercial bank branch in a neighboring rural 

town would double-count deposits in favor of rural areas, while a 

placement with a bank in the NCR would credit both rural and 

urban deposits In the caSe of loan'-, the location of the 

banking office that books the loan 1' not neceUSanly the 

locality where the proceeds are utilized Large enterprises 

located in the hinterland may have their credit operations 

y * ,, 
The Central Bank of the Philippineb periodically 

(annually, SemeStral, quarterly) publishes the Regional Profjle 

of BankS aS a Supplement to the Factbook Philippine^Fin^ncial 

System ASide from the number of banking offices, by type of 

bank" in each region, Selected balance Sheet item'=, (assets, loanS, 

deposits) and - beginning in 1983 - income statement itemS are 

reported Hence, the basi' of the meaSureL. uSed here are end-of-

quarter loanS outstanding Deposits include demand, SavingS, 
time, NOW (Negotiable OrderS of Withdrawal) and trust accounts The origin (households, firmS/organizationS, government, other bankS) of deposits iS not distinguished, and the data SerieS do not indicate how the balance Sheet itemS of foreign banks and overseas branches of domestic bankS are reported 
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headquartered in Manila Thufc the rural-urban distinction of 

banking services uSed here must be interpreted aS only a general 

indication of comparative financial development and performance 

of rural relative to urban areaS 

The next Section of the paper contains a brief review of the 

key determinants of rural deposit performance Section three 

describes thoSe aspect5- of the Philippine rural economy that 

could have been mo5=>t important in influencing rural depo it 

mobilization performance during the Study period rural income, 

accessibility of banking offices, and the relative attractiveness 

depoSit instruments considering inflation and the availability of 

alternative Source^ of funds for rural depository institutions 

Rural deposit performance 1 analyzed in Section four, and 

Section five concluded the paper 

DETERMINANTS OF RURAL DEPOSIT PERFORMANCE 

The factors considered important in determining rural 
deposit^ may be uSefully categorized into the following (1) 
tho^e that determine the Scope of opportunities for financial 
aSLet holdingo (2) thoSe that influence the incentives for 
SaverS and (3) thoSe institutional factor5, that impinge on 
opportunities and incentives to Save The availability of data 
constrains the analyLiS to the factors of income, acceSS and 
availability of alternative Source of fund5-
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In a monetized economy, households are expected to demand 

deposits aS part of their efforts to create a balanced portfolio 

of aSSetS. AS incomes riSe, a larger proportion of household 

aSSetS iS expected to be held in a financial form to facilitate 

the larger volume of transactions undertaken by the household. 

More importantly, the nonSynchronization of income and expendi-

ture flowS provide the baSiS for holding financial aSSetS in 

order^ to manage consumption possibilities optimally through 

time . At a given level of income, the incentives to hold a 

growing proportion of wealth in a financial form are conditioned 

by the relative riSkS and returns of financial aSSetS, which may 

be implicit or explicit, pecuniary or otherwise. In this regard, 

factors Such aS inflation and the transaction costs associated 

with, Say, a SavingS account can be viewed aS negatively related 

to the demand for deposits Since they tend to reduce the real 

returns of the aSSet. The accessibility of a banking office to 

the household iS relevant for at leaSt two reaSonS: first, in 

offering deposit services to the community, the household's 

opportunity Set iS broadened in that the option to Save/hold 

financial aSSetS iS made available; and Secondly, when acces-

sibility improves convenience and reduces the resources expended 

in conducting bank transactions the incentive to Save with the 

bank is increased, 

"See NiehanS for a diScuSSion on the utility maximization 
baSed model of demand for financial aSSetS. 
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Thpfe, transaction coStS can be expected to play a crucial 

role m influencing the rural household's demand for financial 

Servicete Conceivably there iS Some threshold level of transac-

tion coStS at which it becomes beneficial for even a low income 

household to convert part of its caSh and/or commodity StockS 

into bank deposits 

The motivation of banking institutions to supply deposit 

Serviced iS influenced by the availability of profitable oppor-

tunities to mveSt deposits, and the availability and coSt of 

alternative ^ourceS of funds Governmental policies and 

regulations that impact the nature, composition and Size of a 

financial institution's aS* etr and liabilities will Shape its 
3/ 

profit opportunities They will al^o influence the return net 

of transaction co1 t^ that saverS earn on their deposited funds 

Ruraincome 

The rural Sector iS the moSt dominant Sector in the Philip-

pine economy in terms of it1. Share of total output and population 

(Table 1) Aexpected, much of the output in rural areaS lS 

agricultural wherea* the urban output lS entirely non-

agricultural* Compared to the urban Sector, aggregate rural 

income flowS are large* and probably are characterized by 

relatively more seasonality and variability associated with 

monSoon agriculture Thib Situation implies that in the 

37 
The impact of regulation on the depository firm in a 

profit-maximization framework extensively analyzed in 
Spellman 
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aggregate there Should be greater rural demand for financial 

opportunities to manage production and consumption uncertainties 

through time, along jwith possibilities for capital accumulation 

that might facilitate investments for better production and 

income riSk management 

On the other hand, rural income 1 much lower than urban 

income m per capita terms Rural per capita GDP during the 

1977-1986 period wah about 30-35 percent of urban per capita GDP, 

and thiS iS a reflection of the urban bia^ of economic develop1-

ment Low incomes could represent a SenouS constraint to the 

rural household's opportunity for financial a 'et holding, but 

the heterogeneity of households provides Scope for financial 

intermediation In particular, the caSh flow patterns of Some 

households are asynchronous aS a result of differences in 

cropping patterns, pnterpnle combinations, procurement and 

marketing strategies, consumption patterns and family life cycles 

(Meyer and Alicbusan, 1984) 

Banking_OfficeSain_ Rural^AreaS 

There were about 2, 500 banking offices in rural areaS (in 

1986, comprising 70 percent of the nation's banking network 

(Table 2) While thiS number waS a 27 percent increase over the 

1977 figure, urban branches grew even more rapidly So that the 

proportion of banking offices Serving rural areaS actually fell 

from 1977 to 1986 
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The urban orientation of the banking Sybtem iS feven more 

pronounced in the bank density ratios which measure the niimber of 

inhabitants per banking office At the peak number of banking 

offices, the density ratio in urban areaS reached 5,500 in-

habitants per banking office in 1983 while the lowest ratio in 

rural areaS waS achieved at 17,100 per banking office in 1980 

While there were improvements in rural access to banking offices 

during thif period, theSe gainS have been temporary Throughout 

thiS period, the rural bank density ratio waS more than twice the 

urban bank den lty ratio, and by 1986 waS about the Same level a* 

it waS a decade earlier 

Furthermore, the bank density ratio tendS to mabk t"he 
Seventy of the problem of lack of accesb to rural banking 
facilities In 1983, when the rural density ratio waU low, over 
40 percent of the rural municipa,litieS did not have a Single 
banking office (Table 3) The Scarcity o^ banking offices varied 
from region to region with the extreme caSeS found mostly in the 
Mindanao Regions - the farthest from Metro Manila The data in 
Table 3 SuggeSt a trend in recent yearS from multi-bank municipa-
lities to one-bank municipalities, and from one-bank municip-
alities to unbanked municipalities 

The steady increase in number of rural banking office^ up to 
1983 and the decline thereafter ^uggeStS that banks encountered 
problems in sustaining viable rural operations, during the period 
of economic downturn Some rural banks closed when Central Bank 
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rediscount facilities were suspended in 1984 and others operated 
at impaired levels 

Government efforts to develop the rural financial SyStem 
have been Successful in promoting a diversity of banking institu-
tions Numerically, Rural BankS (RBS) predominate in rural areaS 
followed by commercial bank (KBS) branches (Table 4) Other 
types of banking institutions found in rural areas are private 
development banks (PDBS) , Stock SavmgS and loan associations 

(SSLAS), Sav ingS and mortgage bank (SMBS) branches and Special-
ized government bank branches (SGBS) Prior to the 1980 banking 
reforms, RBS, PDBS and SSLAS were not authorized to engage in 
branch banking So that mo^t of their offices by definition are 
head offices However, the head offices of most KBS, SMBS, and 
SGBS are located in urban areaS 

The^ Re la tive „ a t trac tivaneSS^ of _Dep<?S i t_ InS tr umen tS 

Rural inflation rateS have been somewhat lower than urban 
inflation in Several recent yearS but higher during periods of 
rapidly riSmg prices Such ak in 1973 and 1984 (Table 5 and 
Figure 1) Tlje disincentive effects of inflation on financial 
development were most Severe during the period of interest rate 
ceilings prior to 1981 when real deposit rate*-- tended to be 
negative (Table 6) Depositors experienced negative real rateS 
of return on their bank deposits during the latter part of the 
1970S and only began to receive positive returns after interest 
rate regulations were relaxed 
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The Supply of depo&it Serviced offered by banking institu-

tions iS influenced by the coStS and riSkS of depoSitfe compared 

to other SourceS of fundS Central Bank funds via the rediscount 

window have been an important Source of resources to banks for 

making agricultural loanS, especially for Rural Banks Redis-

count funds were frequently available at interest rateS lower 

than deposit rateS prior to the adoption of the MRR-baSed Central 

Bank lending syStem, but alSo had the additional advantage of 

maturing co-terminouSly with the loan paper In effect, the uSe 

of the rediscount window minimized a bank's problem of matching 

the maturities of deposits with loanS and eaSed the preSbureS of 

reserve management compared to the typical aSSet transformation 

Situation whereby the depository institution finance^ fixed-term 

a^set1 (Such aS loanS) with varlable-term funds (Such .aS loanS) 

with variable-term fundS (Such aS SavingS deposits withdrawable 

on demand) 

Available data on rediscount availmentS Suggest that the 

Central Bank funded 30 to 40 percent of agricultural loans up to 

1983, but Sharply restricted the availability of fundS beginning 

in 1984 (Table 7) Rural Banks were especially heavy uSerS of 

theSe fund1, which represented 60 to 70 percent of their agricul-

tural loanS In 1984, however, the Share fell to 35 percent The 

availability of theSe funds i» one of the reasons that RBS have 

leSS than 10 percent of total rural deposits deSpite their 

numerical preponderance in rural areaS (Table 8) There are 

indications that Some Rural Banks are now more aggreSSively 



purkuing deposit mobilization ab a means to generate the funds 
previously obtained from the Central Bank. 

RURAL DEPOSIT MOBILIZATION PERFORMANCE 

The analySiS diScuSSed in the previous Section Showed that 

for the 1977-1986 period, compared to urban areab, the rural 

areas in the Philippines represented the largest Share of GDP and 

population, and the largest number of banking offices, but a 

SparSer bank density ratio and over 40 percent of the rural 

municipalities had no bank office at all. Efforts to increase 

access to rural banking facilities essentially failed during this 

period ab Shown by the recent decrease in rural banking offices 

and an increase in the bank density ratio. Thib occurred in 
0 

Spite of the large potential demand for financial services in 
rural areaS. This Section reviews Several aspects of rural 
deposit behavior during this period. 

The data in Table 9 Show four dimensions of financial 
deepening for the rural Sector and the entire country. In Spite 
of having 70 percent of the banking offices, the rural areas 
represented leSS than 20 percent of total bank aSSetS and a 
declining Share of bank loanS averaging about 20 percent for the 
1977-86 period. Rural deposits, on the other hand/Started the 
period with 26 percent of total depoSitS; this Share fell to 21 
percent in 1980, then Steadily roSe to 31 percent by 1986. TheSe 
data SuggeSt two implications. FirSt, the relation between Share 
of banking offices and Share of bank aSSetS SuggeStS that rural 



offieekare comparatively Small in termfeof aSSette. Second, the 
relation between rural deposits and rural loanfe Switched during 
the period.1 Through 1983, total rural loanS exceeding rural 
deposits implying an urban to rural transfer of funds. From 1984 
onward, however, rural deposits exceeded rural loanS suggesting a 
reversal in the direction of flow of funds. ThiS change occurred 
because rural deposits Steadily roSe during the entire period (in 
Spite of the decline in banking offices), while total bank loanS 
peaked in 1984. 

The relation between growth rateS of real GDP, bank deposits 

and loanS waS analyzed and reported in Table 10. The overall 

period iS broken into two SubperiodS divided at 1981 because the 

completion of interest rate deregulation on deposit instruments 

occurred in that year. Two distinct patterns emerged. During 

the first period, the growth rates in GDP, deposits and loanS 

were all positive with the urban rates being relatively higher 

,th an the rural rates. Urban deposits and loanS grew at rates• of 

about 12 percent, almost double the rates experienced in rural 

areaS. During the Second period, all theSe growth rates were 

hegative in both areaS but there were important differences. The 

rate of decline in deposits waS Slower but the decline in loans 

waS much faster in rural areas than in urban areaS, thereby 

causing the rural to urban transfer of funds. One explanation 

may be that the banking Sector may have felt compelled to try to 

SuStain lending operations with preferred urban clients in the 

face of falling urban deposits even if it meant restricting rural 
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loanS. Alternatively, the economic downturn may have caused a 

more rapid decline in rural loan demand than occurred in urban 

areab. Furthermore, during part of this period, the interest 

rate paid on government certificates waS very high So it iS 

reported that Some banks Shifted part of their portfolio out of 

loanS into theSe certificates. A more detailed analysis of 

lending operations iS needed to Sort out this iSSue. On the 

deposit Side, it iS clear that compared to urban areaS rural 

deposits did not grow aS quickly in the prosperity of the 1970S 

nor did they decline aS quickly in the recession of the 1980S. 

The two additional financial deepening measures of loan:GDP 

and depoSit:GDP ratios are presented in Table 11. TheSe data 

Show that the financial deepening that occurred in the early part 

of the period waS a temporary and unSuStained development. The 

urban loan:GDP ratio generally increased from 1977 to 1983 

indicating that over time the urban area utilized a relatively 

larger amount of loans to generate a unit of economic output. 

During the Same period, the rural loan:GDP ratio hardly changed. 

The ratio for both SectorS declined after 1983 So that by 1986 

they were both lower than in 1977. In the caSe of the rurpl* 

Sector, the decline waS a remarkable 50 percent (0.12 to 0.08). 

This implies that Self-finance and, moSt likely, informal finance 

played increasingly important roleS in financing rural economic 

ac tivi ties. 

A different picture emerged with deposits. The urban 
depoSit:GDP ratio followed a pattern Similar to loanS (rising to 
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a peak in the early 1980S, then falling So the 1986 level waS 
below 1977). Surprisingly, the rural Sector followed a different » 
pattern. There waS only a Slight increase during the 1970S aS 

depoS.it growth waS roughly Similar to GDP growth. Deposits grew 

more rapidly than GDP during the 1980S, however, So that, the 

ratio ended the period at 0.11 compared to 0.08 at the beginning. 

The depoSitiGDP ratios are alSo presented in Figure 4. 

Although there are Significant differences in Scale (urban ratios 

of 0.8 compared to 0.08 for rural areaS), the similarities and 

differences between the two SectorS are important to note. In 

both SectorS, ab GDP increased deposits roSe at a faster pace So 

the depoSitiGDP ratio roSe, especially for the urban Sector. AS 

real GDP began to fall after 1981, however, deposits did. not fall 

aS quickly. The decline in depoSitiGDP ratio during the recess-

ion waS Slower than would have been predicted by the path of the 

increase observed during the expansionary period. 

TheSe findings Show that during the 1980S rural and urban 

SaverS were willing to hold a higher proportion of GDP in 

deposits at Similar or lower levels of GDP per capita than in the 

1970S. surprisingly, the rural depoSitiGDP ratio actually 

appears to continue to riSe in the 1980S when GDP per capita 

fell. 

This analysis will have to be extended with more recent data 
to See if theSe conclusions hold or Simply represent lagS in 
adjusting deposits to falling GNP. If theSe trends continue, it 
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will be uSeful to try to determine why there SeemS to have been a 

Shift toward higher depoSit:GDF ratios relative to GDP per capita 
* 

during a period of economic StreSS, political Strife and uncer-
tainties about bank Safety. Several factors could be at work. 
FirSt, this reSult could represent the effect of learning: 
depositors may have become accustomed to the uSe of banks during 
the expansion of the economy and the financial SyStem in the 
1970S and choSe to keep a larger than predicted level of deposits 
in the 1980S even though the economy and the banking SyStem 
network Shrank. Secondly, with the tightening of rediscount 
conditions, banking institutions may have worked harder to 
mobilize deposits in the 1980S. Third, the improvement in real 
rateS of return on deposits after interest rate deregulation may 
have Stimulated additional deposits especially during a recess-
ionary period when rates of return on other investments may have 
been low and uncertain. Fourth, there may have been a Shift in 
demand for deposits because of changes in household income 
distribution and large amounts of foreign remittances received by 
rural households. 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis in this paper Showed that there iS a large 

potential financial market to be tapped in rural areaS due to its 

large Share of population and GDP. Governmental efforts to 

expand the acceSS of the rural population to financial services 

resulted in an expansion of rural banking offices up to 1983 when 



they exceeded 2600 units, but the number began to decline 

thereafter. The bank density ratio in rural areab wab no greater 

in 1986 than it wafe in 1977. Over 40 percent of the rural: 

municipalities Still had no banking offices in the mid 1980S. 

Although rural areaS have about 70 percent of the banking 

offices, they represent leSS than 20 percent of bank aSSetS and 

loanS. The Share of rural deposits increased to about 30 percent 

in 1986, however, in Spite of the decline in rural banking 

offices. 

A comparison of rural and urban areaS in growth in GDP, 

loans and deposits ov&r the 1977-86 period revealed an interest-

ing contrast. Deposits and loanS grew faster than GDP in the 

expansionary -period oif 1977-1981 for both are^fc, but the growth 

rateS in the rural areaS were only about one-half of what they 

were in rural areaS. .Therefore, financial deepening waS occur-

ring much more quickly in urban areaS. In the recessionary 

period of 1981 to 1986, deposits and loanS fell in both SectorS. 

TheSe declines were roughly parallel in the urban areaS So by 

1986, the urban loan:GDP ratio and depoSit:GDP ratio were roughly 

equal to or below their 1977 levels. In the rural areaS, 

however, loanS fell much faster than deposits So the rural 

loan:GDP ratio in 1986 waS 50 percent leSS than in. 1977, while 

the depoSit:GDP ratio actually roSe from 0.08 to 0.11 during the 

period. The rural depoSit:GDP ratio continued to increase in the 

1980S despite a decline in rural banking offices and' in per 

capita GDP. Several factors could explain this reSult Such aS 
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the increase in the real rate of return earned on deposits, 

changes in income distribution, the effect of learning the 

banking habit, and more aggreSSive deposit mobilization by bankS. 

There appears to be a considerable opportunity remaining to 

tap rural deposits. PaSt emphaSiS on encouraging rural banking 

through heavy SubSidieS and eaSy &cceSS to government funds may 

have discouraged lending institutions, especially Rural BankS, 

from aggressively pursuing deposit accounts. The regulated 

interest rate structure coupled with high inflation may have alSo 

been a disincentive. The current contraction in rural banking 

offices iS a disappointing development becaube of the increase in 

depositor transaction coStS that may occur when acceSSability iS 

reduced. Some Rural BankS are now undertaking Special campaigns 

to mobilize new deposit accounts. Their experience may help 

provide guidance about the crucial elements of a rural deposit 

mobilization program. 

In Spite of a long history of government efforts, there 

Still iS a considerable urban biaS in the financial SyStem. . The 

expansion of rural banking offices Suffered a contraction in the 

paSt few yearS. Rural loanS and deposits represent a fairly 

Small Share of total banking activity in Spite of the large Size, 

of the Sector and i tS population. It iS clear that the Philip-

pines haS yet to find the appropriate formula to develop rural 

financial markets on a viable, Self-SuStaining baSiS. 
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Table 1 PHILIPPINES SELECTED ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
RURAL VS URBAN a/ 

ITEM RANGE 

Real GDP (Billion 1972 pesos) 78 5 - 99 9 
Rural Share {%) 6 8 - 7 0 

Population (million) 44 57 - 56 0 
Rural Share (%) 8 7 - 8 8 

Share of Agric to GDP (%) 
Rural 37 - 41 
Urban 0 
Philippines 25 - 29 

Share of Industry to GDP (95) 
Rural 24 - 29 
Urban 5 1 - 5 4 
Philippines 32 - 36 

Real GDP per Capita (1972 pesos) 
Rural 1 306 - 1 520 
Urban 3 771 - 4 975 
Philippines 1 621 - 1 951 

In this and subsequent tables "Phil" and "Philippines" are used 
interchangeably "urban" refers to ' NCR" or National Capital 
Region in the NEDA data series or "Region IV" in the Central 
Bank data series "Rural" refers to the rest of the Philippines 
outside of the NCR (NEDA data series)> or outside of Region IV 
(Central Bank data series) 

The minimum and maximum values respectively during 1977-86 
Source See Annex Table 1 
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Table 2 NUMBER OF BANKING OFFICES AND BANK 
DENSITY RATIOS 
URBAN VS RURAL 1977 - 1986 

NO OF BANKING OFFICES®/ BANK DENSITY RATIO*?/ 
Year 

Phil Rural SSRural Phil Urban Rural 

1977 2 660 1 957 74 16 8 7 6 20 0 
1978 2 888 2 132 74 15 9 7 3 18 9 
1979 3 188 2 343 73 14 8 6 8 17 6 
1980 3 411 2 479 73 14 2 6 4 17 1 
1981 3 538 2 506 71 14 0 5 9 17 3 
1982 3 689 2 577 70 13 8 5 7 17 2 
1983 3 822 2 635 69 13 6 5 5 17 3 
1984 3 791 2 633 69 14 1 5 8 17 7 
1985 3 594 2 525 70 15 2 6 5 18 9 
1986 3 581 2 492 70 15 6 6 6 19 6 

a/ Year-end totals 

h/ in thousands of inhabitants per banking office the denominator 
is the year-end number of banking offices 

Source Central Bank of the Philippines Fact book of the Philippine 
Financial System. Supplement, Regional Profile of Banks, various 
years 
National Economic Development Authority (NEDA) Philippine 
Regional Income Accounts" mimeo 
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TABLE 3 DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPALITIES IN RURAL AREAS 
BY NUMBER OF BANKING OBFICES 1983 - 1986 

% OF MUNICIPALITIES 
TOTAL With With With 

YEAR MUNICIPALITIES >1 Bank 1 Bank No Bank 

1983 1 423 16 44 41 

1984 1 423 15 45 41 

1985 1 461 14 42 44 

1986 1 469 14 42 44 

Source See Annex Table 2 
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TABLE 4 DISTRIBUTION OF BANKING OFFICES BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
URBAN vs RURAL 1977 - 1986 

Type of Banka/ 

YEAR KBs SMBs PDBs SLAs RBs SGBS TOTAI&/ 

RURAL 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

34 
34 
34 
33 
36 
38 
38 
37 
38 
36 

4 
5 
5 
5 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 

4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

(Percent) 

i 6 
6 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 

48 
47 
46 
46 
44 
42 
42 
43 
44 
43 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

1873 
2034 
2232 
2407 
2539 
2567 
2615 
2644 
2571 
2509 

PHIL 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

45 
44 
44 
43 
47 
49 
49 
49 
51 
48 

7 
7 
7 
8 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
6 

4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
6 
7 
6 
6 

36 
35 
35 
35 
33 
30 
30 
30 
31 
31 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

2537 
2757 
3027 
3278 
3519 
3680 
3764 
3829 
3660 
3597 

a/ KB - Coitmerclal Banks 
SMB = Savings/Mortgage Banks 
PDB = Private Development Banks 
SLA = Stock Savings and Loan Associations 
RB = Rural Banks 
SGB = Specialized Government Banks 

W The quarterly average number for the year 

Sources of basic data Central Bank of the Philippines 
Factbook Philippine Financial System .Supplement, 
Regional Profile of Banks various years 
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TABLE 5 INFLATION RATES IN THE PHILIPPINES^/ 
AND URBAN AREAS 

1973 - 1986 

YEAR PHILIPPINES URBAN RURAL 

1973 0 18 0 12 0 21 
1974 0 31 0 25 0 34 
1975 0 08 0 10 0 07 
1976 0 09 0 13 0 08 
1977 0 07 0 07 0 08 
1978 0 09 0 10 0 09 
1979 0 15 0 13 0 16 
1980 0 16 0 18 0 15 
1981 0 11 0 13 0 10 
1982 0 08 0 09 0 08 
1983 0 12 0 11 0 12 
1984 0 50 0 46 0 51 
1985 0 18 0 21 0 17 
1986 0 02 0 06 0 00 

—/ CalciUated as the annual percentage change an the Implicit 
Price Index for GDP (IP1N) 

Sources of basic data 
NEDA 'The Regional Income Accounts or the Philippines 

1972-1983' (mimeo) 
The Regional Income Accounts of the Philippines 

1983-1985 Preliminary Estimates as of June 1985 (mimeo) 

"The Regional Income Accounts of the Philippines 
1984-1986' Preliminary Estimates as of June 1987 (mimeo) 



Table 6. REAL RATES OF INTEREST ON 
BANK DEPOSITS^ 1977-1982 

Year Savings Deposits Time Deposits 
______ 

1977 (1.7) - (1.2) (0.9) - 3.1 
1978 (1,1) - (0.6) (0.2) - 3.8 

1979 (8.2) - (7.7) (6.7) - (2.7) 
1980 (5.9) - (5.4) (0.9) - (0.4) 

1981 (2.4) - 1.6 0.1 - 7.35 

1982 0.2 - 4.2 2.7 - 9.95 

i/ conputed as the nominal interest rate net of the inflatiar 
rate. 

Source: Table 16 of TBAC, "Country Paper on Rural Savings 
Mobilization in the Philippines", 1984. 
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Table 7 RATIO OF AGRICULTURAL REDISCOUNT AVAIIMENTS TO 
AGRICULTURAL LOANS GRANTED BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION 

1978 - 1984 

Type of Bank Year 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

(Percent) 

Government Banks 57 7 15 7 4 8 24 0 4 2 4 1 0 7 
(FNB, DBP IBP) 

Private Camnercial 
Banks 18 0 37 7 48 5 36 7 38 1 26 6 12 7 

Thrift Banks - 8 1 13 0 13 3 10 9 7 2 2 7 

Rural Banks 66 4 67 8 70 8 68 9 73 7 69 3 35 4 

ALL Banks 32 3 36 6 43 2 39 0 37 0 29 9 14 5 

Source Table 30 of TBAC "Agricultural Credit Study Tables and 
Annex Tables" 1985 
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TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OP BANK DEPOSITS IN RURAL AREAS, 
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION, 1977- 1986 

Year Type of Bank^/ 

KBs SMBs PDBs SLAs RBs SGBs TOTAl£/ 

( p e 
1977 79.4 4.9 2.6 
1978 77.5 6.4 2.5 
1979 74.6 7.9 2.8 
1980 74.1 7.4 3.0 
1981 76.6 4.8 3.3 
1982 76.7 4.4 3.9 
1983 76.4 4.4 3.9 
1984 79.1 3.0 3.5 
1985 82.4 1.8 3.6 
1986 79.5 4.4 3.7 

r c e n t ) 
3.2 9.1 0.8 10.14 
3.6 8.9 1.1 12.75 
3.8 9.3 1.6 15.22 
4.1 9.2 2.4 17.34 
4.3 8.9 2.2 21.29 
4.6 8.1 2.4 29.86 
4.8 8.2 2.3 3$. 58 
4.0 8.0 2.4 36.76 
3.3 6.9 2.2 41.08 
3.2 7.0 2.2 48.02 

a/ 
KB = Commercial Banks 
SMB = Savings/Mortgage Banks 
PDB = Private Development Banks 
SLA = Stock Savings and Loan Associations 
RB = Rural Batiks 
SGB = Specialized Government Banks 
In billion pesos; the quarterly average volume for every year, 
except 1982 which shows a year-end balance. 

Sources of basic data: Central Bank of the Philippines, 
Eactbook Philippine Financial System .Supplement, 
Regional Profile of Banks, various years. 
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TABLE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF BANKASSETS, CLICKS, DEPOSITS 
AMD LOME, URBAN vs RURM,, 1977-1986 

YEAR BANK ASSETS BNKG OFFICES DEPOSITS BANK LOANS 
^ ^ S®ural Phil^/SSRural Fhi<£3/ SISRural PhllS/ fcRural 

1977 111.75 19 2,660 74 42.60 26 61.67 23 
1978 140.75 19 2,888 74 53.84 26 77.19 22 
1979 176.35 18 3,188 73 70,91 23 100.47 20 
1980 209.89 17 3,411 73 88.25 21 118.12 20 
1981 256.48 17 31538 71 100.32 23 144.28 20 
1982 312.09 17 3,689 70 123.99 24 162.06 21 
1983 389.02 16 3,822 69 141.46 25 209.45 18 
1984 465.11 14 3,791 69 153.14 26 212.74 16 
1985 473.10 15 3,5d4 70 165.55 26 181.6*9 17 
1986 486.15 17 3,581 70 174.34 31 185/08 18 

& Year-end totals, amounts are in milicn pesos. 

Sources of basic data: Central Bank of the Philippines, 
Factbook Philippine Financial System .Supplement. 
Regional Profile of Banks, various years. 



Table 10. GROWTH RATES OF REAL GDP, BANK DEPOSITS AND 
LOANS, RURAL vs URBAN a/ 1977-85 

ITEM Period ITEM 
Whole Period 

(1977-1985) 
1st Sub^period 

(1977-1981) 
2nd &ub-period 
(1981-1985) 

(Percent) 
RURAL 

GDP, 2.15 4.96 -1.20 
Deposits 3.90 6.63 -4.41 
Loans -2.73 6,49 -19.20 

URBAN 
GTiB : 1.86 5.72 -3.47 
Deposits 2.73 12.56 -8.25 
Loans 2.74 11.55 -7.24 

PHILIPPINES 
GDP 2.07. 5.20 -1.90 
Deposits 2.98 11.36 -7.43 
Loans 1.92 10.67 -8.98 

—/ Growth rates were estimated using OLS on quarterly financial 
data deflated by the regional implicit GDP deflator (IPIN). 

Source of basic data: Central Bank of the Philippines, Factbook 
of the Philippine Financial System, Supplement, Regional 
Profile of Banks, various years. 
National Economic Development Authority (NEDA), "Philippine 
Regional Income Accounts", mimeo. 



TABLE 11. FINANCIAL DEEPENING INDICATORS, 
URBAN VS RURAL, 1977 - 1986 

YEAR PHIL URBAN RURAL 

1. loan:GDP Ratio 

1977 0.36 0.94 0.12 
1978 0.39 1.03 0.12 
1979 0.42 1.15 0.12 
1980 0.44 1.19 0.12 
1981 0.44 1,15 0.13 
1982 0.45 1.15 0.13 
1983 0.49 1.28 0.13 
1984 0.40 1.14 0.09 
1985 0.31 0.91 0.07 
1986 0.30 0.83 0.08 
JSit:GDP Ratio 

1977 0.25 0.63 0.08 
1978 0.27 0.68 0.09 
1979 0.29 0.74 0.08 
1980 0.31 0.81 0.08 
1981 0.32 0.80 0.09 
1982 0.33 0.82 0.11 
1983 0.34 0.81 0.12 
1984 0.27 0.68 0.08 
1985 0.25 0.65 0.09 
1986 0.25 0.60 ; 0.11 
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ANNEX TABLE 2. NUMBER OF MUNICIPALITIES, BY NUMBER QF BANKING 
OFFICES, URBAN VS RURAL, 1983 - 1986 & 

Year/Item 
No of Mun 

Total y 
With 

>1 Bank 

With 

1 Bank 

With 

NO Bank 

1983 
RURAL 1,423 225 621 577 
URBAN 13 13 0 0 
PHILIPPINES 1,436 238 621 577 

1984 
RURAL 1,423 212 634 577 
URBAN 13 13 0 0 
PHILIPPINES 1,436 225 634 577 

1985 
RURAL 1,461 201 615 645 
URBAN 13 13 0 0 
PHILIPPINES 1,474 214, 615 645 

1986 
RURAL 1,469 201 615 653 
URBAN 13 13 0 0 
PHILIPPINES 1,482 214 615 653 

The reporting of number of towns by number of banking offices _ began 
only in 1983. 

In 1975, there were 1,461 municipalities in the Philippines 
Note that for 1983-84, the totals reported are less than the 1975 
total, and for 1985-1986 the totals are much greater. For the latter 
period, much of the Increase in the count of municipalities are 
accounted for by the Frontier Regions, i.e., the Cagayan Vsalley 
(Region II) and the Mindanao Regions. 

Sources of basic data: central Bank of the Philippines, 
Factbook Philippine Financial System .Supplement. 
Regional Profile of Banks. various years. 
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FIG a PHIL' M L GDP AND DEPOSITS 
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